Barlow Ranger District
FREE USE Mushroom Permit Attachment
(see the back of your Free Use Mushroom permit for terms and conditions of harvest)

1. WHITE areas are OPEN to mushroom picking in the Mt. Hood National Forest.
2. All GRAY areas are CLOSED to mushroom picking.

Reference the current forest Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM) for travel restrictions.

Mt. Hood NF Boundary
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This product is reproduced from information prepared by the USDA, Forest Service or other suppliers. The Forest Service cannot assure the reliability or suitability of this information for a particular purpose. The data and product accuracy may vary due to compilation from various sources, including modeling and interpretation, and may not meet National Map Accuracy Standards. This information may be updated, corrected, or otherwise modified without notification.

For more information contact:
Mt. Hood National Forest Supervisors Office at 503-668-1700.
The USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
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